Pat is a passionate and inspiring author, speaker,
and leadership coach who has founded a variety of
ministries during her 30 plus years in full time
ministry. She is Founder of A Woman's Place in
Tampa, Fl, one of the nation's busiest pregnancy
resource centers; Surrendering the Secret, an
international abortion recovery program; Woven
Basket, an adoption agency and a national women’s
ministry called A Woman’s Quest. She has also
published 6 books. Her latest adventure, a
devotional style podcast called Permission to Pause
is available on all podcast platforms.

Passionate* RESULTS DRIVEN* 100% POSITIVE FEEDBACK
KEynOTE SPEAKER
For Women's Events:
Transparent and powerful with her
signature whimsical style, Pat
uses her personal testimony to
share God’s redemptive healing
plan for every woman who is
ready and willing to surrender her
life to the loving Lordship of Jesus.
Pat shares her tumultuous journey
from the Pits of a “messed up life”
to the Purpose of a healed heart.

For Pro-Life PRC's, Medical Centers, and
Adoption agencies: Pat’s personal story
of restoration, calling, and adoption
after her abortion has filled her with a
message that not only inspires healing
but effectively motivates the financial
support needed to grow your ministry.
She has been blessed with "more than
asked for" at EVERY EVENT she has
keynoted! Raising funds for your
pro life ministry is her passion!

past interview platforms
Focus on the Family
Proverbs 31 Ministries
Care Net
Heartbeat International

Homekeepers
CTN International
Life Today with James Robison
In the Market with Janet Parshall

Books
UNCOVER YOUR UNIQUE JOURNEY!

The battle against fear and shame rages relentlessly in an
unhealed heart. Pain from the past steals our present and our
future. It steals the PROMISES God has given us for a life of
purpose. These 8 Steps from Your Past to Your Promise will
lead you on a journey of freedom and hope and provide you
with the keys you need to find purpose in your pain.

THE LIFE YOU LONG FOR CAN BE YOURS!

Pat invites you to imagine a life where you experience peace
with the past, enjoy purpose in the present, and expect the
possibilities that the future holds. With fresh personal tools
and clear action steps, she delves deep into the areas we get
stuck in the most and unveils the path to the life you long to
live.

DISCOVER HOPE ANEW!

An estimated one in three women of childbearing age has
had an abortion. She may be your daughter, friend or
mother. She may be you. Find healing from emotional,
spiritual and even physical scars abortion leaves behind. The
unforgettable book will guide or someone you love to
surrender the secret.
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